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The wonderful world of windy Welly(Wellington) 
by Dr Wan Norbani Wan Noordin 

 
 

From the window I can see rustic canvases of aligned buildings, scattered 
Some grounded parallel with each other 

Some marked proudly 
Some tiptoeing along the hillside 

Psychedelic colors on bricks 
Hilly picturesque dream, describes this city with temperament and stories 

There’s a sense of calm and brewing drama 
Restlessly eccentric and unresolved 

 
Cuba Street is where you go to find yourself 

Express your inner being 
This is where dreadlock, poets and buskers sing the familiar anthem- Live free or die 

With definitive colorfully tuned cafés 
Thickens the plot to the already in-character street 

The cafes stood proudly distinctively from one another 
humming beautiful narratives from all corners of the world 

That can whet your appetite from afar 
The quintessential pull is overwhelming 

For those who seek themselves 
And those who are willing to open their minds to any possibilities 

 
Courtenay Place only comes to life when the sun resigned to the west 

Live music and the night crawlers flock to their social nest 
Creating community that dances to the rhythm and fire in their hearts 

New and locals unite to the music of the street 
Bright lights and lipsticks, splashed bright hues on the lively street 

Superficial colors and lights become the stars and moon of this new story 
 

Lampton Quay provides a drug to those who seek of therapy- Retail therapy! 
Modern brands are housed in historical structures 

It is a wonderful marriage of times of yore and the modern world 
Sightseers and native congregate eagerly to vibrant swaying signages 

They exhaust their hearts and minds to conclude between Veronika Maine and Trelise 
Cooper 

These contrast yells, sings and paints colors to the wet and windy city 
Tempting and charming to a wonderer like me. 
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